In early 2010, the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) determined that, for safety reasons, a series of basic repairs, including relining and lighting improvements, had to be commenced on the 70-year-old Dennis L. Edwards Tunnel, located 34 miles (55 km) west of Portland.

After the constructibility review of the project in early 2010, ODOT held a series of public meetings asking the public whether the vertical clearance of the tunnel should also be addressed as part of the project to improve freight mobility to and from the Oregon Coast. Public input was especially important to this project because the tunnel is regularly used by inland commuters to access the Oregon Coast communities that rely heavily on tourism. The daily average of 6700 motorists increases dramatically through the spring and summer months, with a seasonal peak in August of 15,000. A strong, consistent outpouring of citizen input against this proposal determined that the vertical clearance improvements would no longer be an option; the coastal residents were concerned that a lengthy repair to the tunnel would stifle already-lagging coastal tourism.

ODOT estimated that the project would originally take 12 to 13 weeks and that the tunnel would reopen by the end of May, just before the high season for coastal tourism would commence. Johnson Western Gunite Company (JWG) began work on the tunnel in January 2011. The shotcrete work consisted of relining the existing 800 ft (244 m) long tunnel, improving drainage, lighting, and long-term stability of the tunnel. The existing tunnel liner was a combination of much of the original timber arch ribs and various previous repairs using steel set and reinforcing bar reinforcement and shotcrete. JWG initially started work on the project using shotcrete and rock bolts to support the tunnel during removal of the aging timber sets. Almost immediately, it was apparent that these means and methods would not work due to poor and unstable ground conditions. The weather was colder and wetter than anticipated, and unexpected soft, damp, and unconsolidated tunnel rock conditions complicated the application of shotcrete to the tunnel lining.

Due to these unstable conditions, the original end-of-May completion date was at risk, thus jeopardizing completion before the much-anticipated beginning of the coastal tourism season. Because ODOT recognize their commitment to the communities that use the tunnel, it was critical that the design be modified to accelerate the construction process in a safe and timely manner. It was important to all concerned that the tunnel reopen as soon as possible, so ODOT and JWG immediately started discussions to review and consider alternative repair methods.

JWG submitted a value engineering proposal to leave in the existing lagging, shoot between the existing sets, and then remove the sets after the shotcrete had reached the required strength. After discussion and negotiation, this method was accepted and JWG continued with the new removal and relining plan. As these sets were removed, reinforcing bar was installed and steel fiber-reinforced shotcrete was applied as the final support and liner. Shotcrete was placed up to 18 in. (460 mm) in thickness with two mats of steel reinforcement and 80 lb/yd³ (36 kg/m³) of steel fiber.

Shotcrete was a significant benefit in this project, as no formwork was required. Shotcrete was applied in the tunnel at night and because formwork was not needed, there was no blockage of the roadway, thus allowing the tunnel to be
reopened every morning to the motoring public. Using shotcrete for this critical tunnel repair not only saved ODOT time and money but also maintained a good relationship with the coastal residents who used the tunnel to commute through on a daily basis.
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